FAR
AWAY
PLACE
A million light years from civilisation, a primordial soundtrack. Elemental, essential.
Just make sure you’re ready for all that silence. BY KATIE BIGELOW
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SAVAGE BEAUTIES

Could anything be more blissful? Being woken by Earth’s
ancient rhythms, huge helpings of pure air and the
exhilaration of being in an unsullied, uncomplicated
wilderness. These are our rarest treats.

T H E G H O S T LY
BEAUTY
of the
Skeleton
Coast

ALIEN

REFUGE
Extending from just north of Swakopmund to the Angolan border,
this immense protected area covers two million hectares of gravel plains divided by ephemeral
rivers and vast dunefields facing
a 500km shoreline fringed by surf
and a deep green sea. Visits to the
northernmost stretches of wilderness between the Hoanib and
Kunene rivers are limited to fly-in
safaris, but the southern section,
between the Hoanib and Ugab,
can be reached by car. Since June,
there’s been Shipwreck Lodge,
the first guest accommodation in

Skeleton Coast National Park.
It’s 45km north of Mowe Bay,
itself a six-hour drive from Walvis
Bay or a short light aircraft hop
from Windhoek. The lodge, with
its 10 solar-powered tented cabins, is designed to mimic the
coast’s shipwrecks. It’s abutted
by a sea of sand and tussock dunes
studded with little salt bushes
that attract animals such as
springbok and gemsbok. shipwrecklodge.com.na

KILLER LOOKS
‘It is as savage, wild and remote
as you get,’ says Dave van Smeersdijk, who partnered with Natural
Selection to establish Shipwreck
Lodge. ‘We’ve been running fly-in
safaris here for years and when
people get off the aeroplane, they
usually look a little bit scared. It’s
terribly harsh and there’s nothing
but desert separating it from wherever they’ve come from. If you
rocked up on the shore, you’d probably think: “I’m in hell!” There
are no trees, no shade, it’s often
buffeted by fierce winds, and
there’s no standing water apart
from hidden desert springs.
‘But that’s the beauty, right?
Being able to look around and for
20 kilometres in all directions not
see one single square object.’
naturalselection.travel

LIFE?
At Cape Fria there’s a huge colony of seals to break the emptiness,

providing shade by climbing on
top of one another.

KILL AND LET DIE
‘One of the coast’s strangest creatures’ is what Van Smeerdijk calls
the brown hyena, ‘a kind of shaggy redhead with white stripes on
the legs, like a mottled, lopsided
dog. But the sad reality is that in
these parts, it preys mostly on
baby Cape fur seals. A baby seal
is a cute thing to see and witnessing one being killed by a hyena
is too horrid. But it is part of life
– and seeing life in all its beauty
and brutality is what you’ve come
to experience.’

DBezuidenhout, Gallo/Getty Images

(Clockwise from right)
Shipwreck Lodge
and the unforgiving
Skeleton Coast.
Flamingos are known
to gather in flocks of
up to 50,000 at shallow
lakes, salt pans,
lagoons, estuaries and
sandy beaches

Hinting at the macabre eccentricities that excite the human
imagination, Namibia’s Skeleton
Coast is Googled more frequently
than Namibia itself. A fearsome
coastline that’s haunted by icy
Atlantic winds and morning saline
fog, it’s a desolate place, so harsh
that Portuguese sailors called it
‘the Gates of Hell’ while the San
named it ‘the Land God Made in
Anger’. A dumping ground for the
remains of marine mammals
washed ashore by currents sweeping up from Antarctica, its eeriness
is unmistakeable – among the
bones and detritus on the beach,
there are human skeletons, too.
Plus occasional scenes of lions
picking on whale carcasses or hyenas feeding on live baby seals.
And yet, its bleak wretchedness
is undeniably beautiful.

scuttling ghost crabs, terns soaring above the surf, the odd jackal loping across the dunes. You
can slide down the legendary
‘roaring dunes’, listening to the
fearsome rumble emanating from
air trapped between the grains
of sand. But the real miracle is
the curious survival strategies of
creatures that are adapted to live
in a world where the only moisture
is to be gleaned from ocean fog;
black-backed jackals lick humidity from stones while pairs of
tok-tokkie beetles take turns
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MIGHTY
(Clockwise from left)
Some folklore has
it Gonarezhou was
named for herbalists,
who would stock their
medicines in tusks,
called gona in Shona;
Singita Pamushana;
the speckled Turner’s
thick-toed gecko

of
Gonarezhou

REFUGE
Built on an outcrop atop a hill
overlooking Malilangwe Dam,
Singita Pamushana re-opened in
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May after an extensive facelift.
Reflecting the architecture of Great
Zimbabwe, it’s built with lots of
rock and thatch and slinks into
the enfolding natural gardens.
While it’s ostentatious, with individual plunge pools on private
decks, there’s a deep connection
with the primordial land you’ve
come to visit.
It has all the bells and whistles
(including spa, infinity pool and
wine cellar), but its views are the
kicker – whether you train the
telescope on the dam to watch
hippos wallowing and elephant
herds at play, or scope the sandstone cliffs as the afternoon sun
sets their terracotta tones ablaze,
or catch sight of a martial eagle
swooping down on an unsuspecting rock monitor. singita.com

KILLER LOOKS
‘Every place has its own beauty
but there’s an attraction here
that’s especially acute,’ says
Bradley Fouche, Pamushana’s
head guide. ‘I’ve been guiding
for more than 20 years – everywhere else I’ve developed itchy
feet after a while, but I’ve been
here for 11 years and I’m still not
bored. On every drive we can
find something new – at any time
there a re no more tha n five
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vehicles traversing more than
50,000 hectares. And not only
is every day different, but the
contrast between wet and dry
seasons is unreal. We can go from
totally desolate, dry earth with
naked trees to something resembling West African jungle.’

LITTLE MONSTERS
‘Everything here seems to be on
steroids,’ says Fouche. ‘The critters – insects and such – are all
a lot bigger that anywhere else in
Zimbabwe. It’s not uncommon
to find stick insects 30cm in
length. And we have the world’s
biggest scorpion – Hadogenes
troglodytes, or flat rock scorpion.
Its maximum recorded length
was 20cm, but when a world scorpion authority arrived to do a
training course with us, the first
troglodytes we found was 20cm.
He was blown away. They can live
up to 30 years.’
Apparently also on steroids are
the prettily speckled Turner’s
thick-toed geckos (Chondrodactylus turneri), which are covered
in white dots and have an amazing,
spiny texture. ‘He’s beautiful, but
if you bother him and he decides
to latch on to you, he will draw
blood. No hissing or flaring, but
if you grab him he will bite.’

Singita Pamushana, Gallo/Getty Images

THE SPLENDID
WILDNESS

In Zimbabwe’s southeastern
lowveld, Gonarezhou – the ‘place
of many elephants’ – is a gigantic
unblemished wilderness of acacias, ironwood and mahogany
trees, with stupendous red sandstone cliffs below which the
Runde River valley floodplains
are knotted with lagoons and cut
through with riverine forest. Despite a legacy of poaching, conflict
across the Mozambican border
a nd a d rought i n the 1990s,
Gonarezhou’s revival has led to
ancient migration routes and
ecosystems re-establishing themselves while elephants – understandably distrustful of humans
– are steadily becoming habituated to safari vehicles.
Abutting Gonarezhou is the
52,600ha Malilangwe Wildlife
Reserve, a private initiative where
cathedral mopane forests, ancient
baobabs, high concentrations of
black rhino and more than 80
2,000-year-old rock art sites are
among the reasons to brave the
savage heat, which averages 38°
in summer and in November tips
the mercury towards the mid-40s.
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T H E A L L–
CONSUMING
SILENCE
of the
Kgalagadi

So much space; so much silence.
The scale of the Kalahari consumes
you in a spiritual way. Now a vast
park crossing South Africa, Namibia and Botswana, it’s as big as
two Krugers. Here, in a desolate
land of saltpans, rust-red dunes
and wide-open nothingness, roadtrippers armed with time and a
love of emptiness disappear into
what the San call the ‘Place Without Water’. Pronounced correctly,
saying ‘Kgalagadi’ requires you to
make a rough, inelegant scraping
sound in your throat. That hint of
roughness is a good metaphor for
such an unforgiving place, where
summer temperatures can soar to
50° and in winter drop to 5° below.

REFUGE

Gallo/Getty Images

Arranged along a raised embankment overlooking a heart-shaped
pan that often looks like a dry
patch of baked clay, !Xaus Lodge
is on the 91st dune from the Auob
River some 30km away. It’s owned
by Khomani San and Mier communities, part of their 50,000
hectares of ancestral land, blissfully desolate and traversed by
big-maned Kalahari lions, cheetah, oryx and elephant. By day,
San trackers can take you on game

walks across the dunes; after dark
you’ll hear geckos barking while
jackals and hyenas scream into
the night. The 12 thatched chalets
are sanctuaries against the bitter
cold; in summer, there’s no escaping the heat. There’s neither electricity nor fresh water.
‘The logistics are frightful,’ says
Suzi Manley, who, with husband
Anthony, has managed !Xaus for
three years. ‘Nothing here is quick.
The nearest outpost of “civilisation”
is Tweerivieren – it’s two hours
each way – and we have to do a
weekly supply run to Upington,
4.5 hours away.’ xauslodge.co.za

KILLER LOOKS
The Kalahari’s enchantment is a
difficult thing to wrap your head
around, says Manley. ‘The word
“desolation” conjures up images
of things forgotten, never to be used
or enjoyed again. That’s not what
the Kgalagadi is like. You can drive
for hours without seeing another
living soul but it never feels abandoned. It’s more like a serenity that
settles over you once you get used
to the idea that you have no contact
with the outside world. You really
have to like your own company. If
you can’t be on your own, you won’t
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make it. There’s no one around for
a quick chat. There isn’t a shop for
the things you’ve run out of.
‘Everything that needs to be
done takes hours of driving in the
heat or cold. Then, while driving
one of these lonely trips, you will
come over a dune or around a corner and there’s a baby oryx or an
ostrich with about 40 little ones in
front of you, and suddenly you are
not alone anymore.’

THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NIGHT
‘If you’re looking for picture perfect
scenery all the time, you will be
sadly disappointed,’ says Manley.
‘The same goes if you’re driving
around only looking for the “big
stuff”. It’s the little things that are
worth beholding. Tomato moths
on puddles after the first rains, drop
wing dragonflies on bare branches, mongooses drinking water or
bat-eared fox babies playing outside
their den.’ The ‘small stuff’ is best
seen on after-dark drives. That’s
when scrub and spring hares, bateared and Cape foxes, black-backed
jackals, striped polecats, lesserspotted genets, African wildcats
and even aardwolves are most
likely to be seen.
Unique, too, are the night
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UGLY AS SIN
Among the Kgalagadi’s most vicious animals is the honey badger, unafraid of taking on a lion.
The worst, though, Manley

THE
PRIMORDIAL
FOREST
of Kosi Bay

Road-tripping to northernmost
KwaZulu-Natal’s Maputaland is
a disappearing act. Just inches
before hitting Mozambique you’re
in Kosi Bay Nature Reserve, which
wraps around a pristine, swamplike estuary where for centuries
Tonga fishermen have set basket
fishtraps for the bounty that
moves with the tide. It’s just the
sort of place to drop anchor while
blissfully doing nothing, experiencing the sensation of being
in a place that’s too far-flung for
the crowds.

REFUGE

says, is an insect called a corn
cricket (Acanthoplus discoidalis).
‘It’s the ugliest thing I’ve ever
seen. And they grow really big.
We’ve been called many times to
remove a “spider” from a chalet,
but it’s actually one of these monsters, not yet fully grown.'

OFF BEAT
(Above, from left) The armoured
corn cricket; the palm nut
vulture. (Below) Kosi Bay’s date
palms, mangrove swamps and
sycamore fig forests are home to
more than 250 species of birds

Near the banks of Lake Shengeza
alongside the Siyadla River, sand
pathways lead through coastal
dune forest to tented cabins floating on wooden decks in a clearing.
‘You do need a four-wheel drive to
reach the lodge,’ says Brett Gehren,
who 23 years ago built Kosi Forest
Lodge. ‘There’s a pick-up point in
Manguzi, which is a bit of a frontier
town. It means you have a sense of
remoteness before you even arrive.
We built the lodge into a unique
and mature sand forest – huge trees
growing in what was once the sea
floor. Everything’s designed around
the trees so you get the sense that
you’re not imposing on nature or
disturbing the environment.
‘Although you have service, food,
comfy beds, it’s the kind of rusticity that lets you feel like you’re part
of the forest, rather than an intruder.’ kosiforestlodge.co.za

KILLER LOOKS
It’s birds and daylight that set the
agenda here, Gehren says. ‘The
Natal robin is a very pretty bird that
can really get you out of bed in the
morning. Along with the Knysna
loeries, they can make quite a din.’

The main attraction bird-wise,
though, are the palm nut vultures,
weirdly unique because they’re
mostly vegetarian, feeding on fruit
from the raffia palm tree. You can
spot them – the raffias and the
vultures – on pre-breakfast canoe
trips. As you drift through ancient
estuary channels, enfolded by jungly embankments, you’ll also catch
glimpses of shy crocs clambering
into the water. It’s a primordial
place, ancient and mysterious, a
tangle of knotted vines and a dense
overhead canopy formed by the
raffia’s 40-foot fronds. Sometimes
vultures can be seen swooping
through the dank gloom as they
search for ripe fruit. ‘Their shape
and that shadow they produce is
quite prehistoric,’ says Gehren.

STILL WATERS
‘It’s beautiful paddling on those
channels, but also daunting. The
Kosi Bay system is a series of four
lakes – the fourth, where those
raffia forests thrive, is a declared
wilderness area, also known as
Black Lake. It’s a freshwater lake
and dark from tannin that seeps
in from the surrounding swamp
forest. It’s protected because it’s a
crocodile breeding ground; no
power boating is permitted and no
vehicles – you have to walk the last
kilometre-and-a-half to reach it.
We can kayak on it, but you see
nothing because of the blackness
of the water and of course you know
there are hippos and crocs. It would
be terrifying to be tipped by a
hippo, and knowing that there are
crocs in those pitch black waters
adds a dimension of fear. It’s very
serene, but there’s an excitement
and undeniable adrenalin because
that calm can be turned upside
down very quickly.’

British Airways
flies to Windhoek,
Harare, Cape
Town, Port
Elizabeth, Durban
and Johannesburg
daily.
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skies. ‘I feel sometimes as if the
heavens are pressing down on us.
During the new moon, the stars
here are so close and clear, you’ll
think you can reach out and touch
them – especially in winter, when
the air is ice cold and crisp.’

